THE APPARENTLY OH SO PERPLEXING DR
The GDC makes two main points. Firstly, that dentists using the courtesy title Dr might confuse patients; yet surely this is so simply solved by ensuring that any communication states: Dr Stephen Hancocks, Dentist; secondly that dentists should not use descriptions of themselves as, for example 'orthodontist' if they are not on the relevant specialist register. This latter perhaps has greater credence in terms of not making unsubstantiated claims but then presumably, also, Professors for example should always state the exact subject of their chair; Professor of Periodontology Name Name or, if it potentially confuses patients as to what that really means, then the title should also be dropped in keeping with the apparently oh so perplexing Dr.
But I believe that the matter goes deeper. Not so many years ago, the GDC published a set of very explicit guidance, known as the 'little red book', which amongst other minutiae of petty detail gave the maximum dimensions of signage that could be displayed by dental practices. Common sense and a realisation of changes in attitudes to advertising served to eventually change the Council's long-cherished view. Are we returning to those days? Has the advent of an appointed Council started a retrospective roll back to regulation on a micro-managed level? What implication here for a further surge in fi tness to practice cases, already at a record level and costing enormous amounts of money?
The overwhelming majority of our patients come to see us on a regular basis because they know us and trust us. Similarly, the evidence suggests that new patients come to see us by word of mouth recommendation from existing patients, be they family, friends or colleagues, and very few through the cold-calling method of answering an advertisement. Again this points to the unlikely scenario in which millions of UK citizens are wandering around confused and disadvantaged by misleading adverts by dentists. I guess that something along the lines of 'Dentist 50533, does dentistry' would in my own case satisfy any confusion as to what I am registered to be and what that allows me to do. In addition to which it is a comforting, endearing and wholly appropriate message to patients that they can expect personalised care from a named and sympathetic registrant. I jest.
But if we are on the trail of the misleading and the ethical, how squeaky-clean is the GDC itself? The two parts of its message to the public, represented in all of its communications are; 'Protecting Patients, Regulating the Dental Team'. The latter we can probably agree on, especially since the abolition by the previous government of dentistry as a self-governing profession, but how true is the former? Perhaps a tad disingenuous? The GDC has always studiously avoided getting involved in any discussion whatsoever about the way in which standards of care are delivered and clinical treatment is provided, leaving this to the professional bodies such as the BDA and the Colleges. Similarly, the Council is completely toothless, an intended pun, when it comes to protecting patients from whether or not contractual arrangements between the state and dental service providers, as in the case of UDAs for example, or access to care, are in the best interests of their short-or long-term oral health.
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